
 

New MT VisionAir X – Made by Pilots for Pilots

Introducing the best flight planning and navigating solution for
every pilot. The MT VisionAir X is the latest in our already proven
and popular MT VisionAir flight planning and navigation platforms.
We have expanded upon all of the advantages that have made
earlier versions of our Moving Terrain systems so popular among
pilots since 1996. The MT VisionAir X is now faster, lighter, more
powerful and even easier to operate than the MT VisionAir III.

New, more powerful hardware

Thanks to its upgraded and even more powerful, new hardware, the processing power for the MT VisionAir X
is twelve times faster than even with the MT VisionAir III, while also being lighter in weight at 580 grams.
Furthermore, the adjustable display brightness and contrast have also been upgraded, offering greater visual
clarity even in bright sunlight.

Now with optional touchscreen

The MT VisionAir X also has an optional touchscreen. This
user-friendly touchscreen greatly simplifies map positioning, and
makes extensive navigation information such as airport details
and navigation aids available at the tip of your finger.

On the software side, MT Relief Dynamics gives 3D Moving Map
capabilities to the MT VisionAir X (optional on some models,
please refer to product matrix). Three dimensional terrain and
obstacle display superimposed onto extensive chart data permits
pilots to familiarize themselves with unknown terrain pre-flight and
facilitates orientation in bad conditions during flight.

The Easy Mount system allows the MT VisionAir X to be very quickly and easily installed – no tools required –
either in the cockpit panel or on the yoke.

Rechargeable battery packs

Power autonomy is guaranteed as the MT VisionAir X can be powered directly from your onboard power
supply or with the replaceable, rechargeable battery packs, ensuring that regardless of any onboard power

 



issues, MT VisionAir X remains fully functional.

MT VisionAir X feature highlights

Impressive 3D graphics with a high contrast screen even when
used in direct sunlight
Rugged and lighter than earlier versions at only 580 grams
Optional touchscreen available
Uncomplicated updates via USB stick
Battery change possible during flight without interrupting
operation

For further information visit: www.moving-terrain.de/produkte
/mt-visionair-x.html

“The operation of the MT VisionAir X system is good, in particular the visualization. The integrated GPS
antenna module enables a quick positioning on the display in my Cessna 172. With the battery pack you are
no longer dependent on an external power supply.”
Steffen Müller, operating a Cessna 172

“VisionAir X is super. It is great to work with. The resolution and brightness of the display are excellent,
even in bright light.”
Volker Schülke, operating a Eurocopter EC 120 B

New MT VisionAir trade-in offer keeps costs on the ground

Moving Terrain is making an exceptional offer for all of our loyal MT VisionAir customers. For a limited time
you can trade in your earlier MT VisionAir system and receive a € 2,000 buyback to be used towards the
purchase of your new MT VisionAir X.

This is a great chance to purchase the very best navigation technology in the air while keeping
your costs on the ground.

A trade-in campaign is underway from NOW until 22nd June, 2012:
All customers with a functioning MT VisionAir System are offered a € 2,000 buyback when upgrading
earlier MT VisionAir systems for the all-new MT VisionAir X
All multi-function modules for the MT VisionAir X – new and optimized – receive a 25% discount when
upgrading with additional modules,(e.g. MT Moving Map, MT BlitzPlan, MT Satellite Radar, etc.)
Current charts and data, including special charts that you’ve purchased, can be transferred to the new MT
VisionAir X, free of charge.

This offer is only available until 22nd June, 2012, so answer quickly.

Ready for takeoff with the MT BlitzPlan App: Download for free!

Now you can take advantage of Moving Terrain’s BlitzPlan instant IFR flight planning system while on the go.
BlitzPlan, the leading fully automated flight planning application is now available for download as a
smartphone App for your iPhone or ANDROID!

With BlitzPlan’s lightning-fast route planning and activation system, you can create and submit your flight plan



online through www.blitzplan.net – and afterwards load the route into your MT VisionAir directly in the cockpit.
You can be ready for takeoff – even from your smartphone – without hours of preparation.

The BlitzPlan features of creating and filing IFR flight plans (I,Y,Z,W), viewing important data such as
METAR/TAF, CFMU/SLOT messages, and route listing with WIND and FUEL CALCULATION can now all be
performed from your iPhone or ANDROID smartphone.

BlitzPlan App highlights:

Automated route finding with 100% IFPS compatible routings
Full route listing with fuel calculation and wind, submit, cancel, delay, status request
App for smartphones (iPhone, ANDROID)
METAR/TAF
CFMU/SLOT Messages
SMS Service
Starting from end of June 2012: NOTAMS, FLIGHTPROFILE and an OVERVIEW MAP will be available.

Once registered, you are able to use our system via the downloaded App and on our website
www.blitzplan.net. If you have the flight unit MT VisionAir, you will also have access to your flight plans in
your cockpit.
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